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ABSTRACT

For some high voltage thermal converters (HVTC's), ac-dc
differences vary with ,lge, test timing sequence, and voltage level,
especially for 1000-V ranges at frequencies above the audio range.
A major contributor tc these variations is dielectric loss and its
changes with temperature, voltage, and frequency. The results of
intercomparisons of F.VTC's and certain methods to reduce ac-dc
differences and their voltage coefficients are described.

INTRODUCTION

HVTC's are used as ~'orking and calibration standards of ac-dc
difference up to 1000 V and 100 kHz. Their ac-dc differences can
be compensated to yie]d small values by using internal, adjustable
shields or by using scftware corrections in a transfer instrument.
Although inherently ~lite stable, the ac-dc differences of HVTC's
do vary as a function . of warm-up time, frequency, appl ied voltage,
and, somewhat, with a~e. Voltage coefficients between 500 V and
1000 V can be severalhundredppm or more for some worst case
resistors, see Fig. -:_. This investigation into some of these
changes and ways to reduce them has revealed certain useful
relationships and contributing factors which permit reduction of
ac-dc difference variltions.

AC-DC DIFFERENCES OF rvTC's

General Construction :haracteristics

The high voltage rangt~s, e.g., 100 V to 1000 V, of thermal voltage
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converters commonly cJntain multiplying range resistors of 40 kn,
120 kn, 200 kn, or 4(0 kn and two thermoelements (TE's) rated at
2.5 mA and 5 mA [1]. Automatic transfer instruments may also
contain input divider:;using resistors in these ranges. A typical
construction used in Jur experiments is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 Examples of cc-dc difference, d, for high voltage ranges
versus fre~ency, f.

Fig. 2 T)'pical construction of a HVTC.



HVTC's without Internil Shields

For HVTC's without in":ernal shields, generally Rr»RTE' WLr, or WLyE
where Lr' Cr, and Rr ire the distributed inductance, distributed
capacitance to the sh:.eld, and resistance of the multiplying range

resistors; and LyE' CT1.,and RTE are the similar parameters for the
thermoelement. Therefore, the ac-dc difference contribution from
the transmission line effect, dT, can be expressed as [2]:

w1f-I rCr LTECTE
dTz21-r-- 3

2LTECr Rr2Cr2
J3 + 90 (1)

If lower order small JUantities are neglected, then

dT Z (wRrCr)2180 (2)

Eq. 2 indicates that ac current is bypassed through the distributed
capacitance from the resistor to the shield, so less ac current
flows through the thermoelement producing a positive ac-dc
difference. The ic-dc differences calculated using this
relationship are in general agreement with experimental results for
such simple structU]Oes containing no internal shields. The
calculated results irdicate that the transmission line effect of
input connectors, CU]~rent standing-wave contribution in the TE,
skin effect in the ::ylinderor magnetic leads of the TE, all
important for lower ,'oltageranges and/or at higher frequencies,
can generally be negJected compared to the contribution to ac-dc
difference shown in 4~q.2. The distributed capacitance between
unshielded range resi;tors and the outer cylinder which permits ac
current to bypass the TE to ground is, therefore, a main source of
error and it can be significantly reduced by the use of an internal
shield structure.

HVTC's with Internal Shields

Usually an internal, adjustable shield [3] is used to compensate,
or reduce, the ac-dc difference of HVTC's at frequencies above
10 kHz, see Fig. 2 & 3. The distributed capacitance between the
range resistor and the internal shield permits more ac current to
flow into the range ~esistor if the shield is on the high-voltage
end or more ac current to flow directly into the TE connection if
the shield is on the low-voltage end. In either case, more ac
current flows into the TE than without the shield.

Using a similar a)~lysis as eq. 1, the ac-dc difference
contribution due to the transmission line effect, dr' for the



internal shield struc :ture is

dT:= (roRICl)2180

where R1 and C1 refnr to the shielded R1 indicated in Fig. 3.
Therefore the total ac-dc difference caused by the transmission
line effect from both the unshielded region, indicated as Rz and Cz,
and the shielded reg..ons can be expressed approximately as

d (roR2C2)2 (roRICl)2
T := 180 - 180 (3)

Note that if R1 ~ R) and C1 ~ Cz, then d ~ o. If there is no
additional internal shield surrounding Rz, but just the outside
cylinder is present, and if the resistors are equal, then Cz will
be less than C1. To nake d ~ 0, the length of 51 must be less than
that of the resistoc, and to compensate for the effect of the
dielectric loss, the length of 51 may need to be adjusted.

Fig. 3 5.Lmplified diagram of shields in a HVTC

Dielectric Loss

There are distributnd capacitances between all current carrying
parts of the structu~e inside the external cylinder. In general,
these distributed capacitances contain dielectric materials. The
dielectric loss of the ceramic substrate for the resistors is
generally very small and stable. The dielectric loss of any
protective coating, insulating material, or the resistor film may
be much larger and Ilay change with age. The dielectric loss and
dielectric constant are not merely fixed properties of the
material, but depencL on the manufacturing processes and working
temperature.

The equivalent para llel resistance of a capacitor is inversely
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proportional to the cc pacitance, frequency, and dissipation factor.
Therefore, the ac-dc. difference contribution arising from the
dielectric loss is approximately proportional to the frequency.
Evidence of this relitionship is given in the empirical section
below.

EmDirical Results

From the above analy;is, coefficients of both the first and the
second power of the ::requency would be expected to contribute to
the ac-dc difference. An empirical equation may be written as

d = do + Af + Bf2 (4)

where do is roughly 1:he ac-dc difference of the TE as a current
converter at audio frequency, Af is the term caused by the
dielectric loss, Bf: is the ac-dc difference caused by the
distributed capacitallce associated with the resistor and shield
structures, and f is the frequency.

A non-linear, least squares fit was performed to determine the
coefficients from e~lerimental data. Table 1 shows experimental
data and values cal;::ulated from the fitted curve for a 500-V
converter. The fittec equation for this TVC was:

d= -0.: 18- O.l13f - 9.4X 1O-4f2

with d in ppm and f in kHz. The residual standard deviation was
0.9 ppm.

Table 1. comparis01 Between Fitted Equation and Measured Data

Ac-Dc Difference (ppm)

f(kHz)

Experimental resu]

Non-linear fit

VOLTAGE COEFFICIENTS

The existence of vo11.agecoefficientsfor the ac-dc differenceof
high-voltage ranges is well known [1,4]. The power applied to
HVTCI S at 1000 V is four times that at 500 V, so the working
temperature of the resistors is usually much higher. The
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dielectric loss of the structure may be considerably different at
1000 V than at 500'r, and this is a major cause for voltage
coefficients of ac-dc difference in compensated HVTC's.

The difference in the temperature of the range resistor may cause
a change in the resis':ancevalue from one voltage to another. For
HVTC's with no intern,llshield, the change in ac-dc difference can
be seen from eq. 2, i,e. ~d/d = 2~R/R. But, if an internalshield
is used to compensat4~the ac-dc difference to nearly zero, then
the voltage coefficie1t will also be compensated to nearly zero as
shown from eq. 3. Th4~rmalexpansion is another source for voltage
coefficients. Calcu:.ations show this to be a small factor for
HVTC's in very rigid structures, and after internal shield
compensation, this effect is reduced even further.

In order to producE HVTC's with small voltage coefficients,
different types of re;istor and structures were tested and various
treatment and conditj.oningmethods for the resistors were tried.
Experiments showed that, before conditioning, some resistors
exhibited voltage confficients as large as several thousand ppm
between 500 V and 10)0 V. Other resistorswere relatively good
with coefficients of only a few hundred ppm. Using resistor
conditioning and propar structure, the voltage coefficients can be
reduced to the 10 or ~0 ppm range. Some specific results are given
below.

Surface Cleaninq

Resistors without coatings are generally regarded as possible good
candidate components for HVTC's. Four 400-kn resistors without
coatings were mounteli in a cylinder without an internal shield.
The voltage coefficinnts between 500 V and 1000 V were measured
before and after cleaning the surface of the resistor film, and the
results are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Expnriments on Resistors without Coating

Vc)l tage Coefficient (ppm)

C

f(kHz

without C,

C+'I

C+T-+

after su~face cleaning
after treatment
internal shield added

) 20 50 100

T & S -17 -79 -2456

+2 -72 -884

+25 +33 +81

S +12 +13 +7

C =
T =
S =



Conditioninq of Resistors

various forms of condLtioning were used to treat resistors in order
to reduce the volta~re coefficients. The results are shown in
Tables 2, 3, & 4. After treatment, the voltage coefficients were
reduced even further by scraping away some varnish and reducing
some of the dielectrjc material used to fix the resistor.

Table 3. Expe]~imentson the Better Quality Resistors

uoltage Coefficient (ppm)

T

f(kH:

wi thout ~

T+:

T = after t:~eatment
S = interna: '" shield added

Table 4. I:xperiments on Lower Quality Resistors

Voltage Coefficient (ppm)

f(k

Shield is at
or high volt

Shield is at
or low volta

Shield is at
or high volt
after treatm

Internal Shield

As mentioned above, the internal shield can not only compensate,
or improve, the fre~lency flatness of HVTC's, but can also reduce
the voltage coefficiE!nts because the ac voltage across some of the
distributed capacita1ce is smaller. Some results of this effect
are shown in Tables 2 & 3. Interchangingends of the resistor

: ) 20 50 100

& S +38 +45 -5438

+67 +291 +1088

; +24 -1 +25

:Iz) 20 50 100

input, -402 -1222 -2886
age end

TE, -439 -1421 -3561
e end

input, -396 -958 -1984
age end
ent



module, and thereby changing the internal shield from the
high-voltag~ to the low-voltage end, also effects the voltage
coefficients. The cOEfficients are larger with the shield at the
low voltage end and stown in Table 4.

TEST-SEQUENCE TIMING

since ac-dc differenc.~and its voltage coefficient are functions
of the working temperc.tureof the multiplying range resistor, the
timing of the measur~~ent test sequence and warm-up time will in
general ~ffect the ac-dc difference determination or ac voltage
measurement. For some well constructed and/or conditioned modules
this effect may be snaIl: but not so small for others. Warm-up
times as long as 20 .. 45 minutes have been required for stable
results on some resis1:ors.

Observations have beellmade on the effect of a momentary break in
the supply voltage when switching between ac and dc supplies. For
switching times of a few tens of milliseconds or less, little or
no changes in the results have been observed. However, in some
cases, if slow-acting switches are used or if power supplies have
built-in high-voltagE~ delays for safety reasons, then quite
significant systematic:differences can be produced. variations of
a few tens of ppms hive been observed from this source. These
errors, or changes In observed ac-dc difference, are nearly
frequency independent

CONCLUSION

Voltage coefficients for HVTC's and ac voltage measurement
instrumentsare problE~sfor both users and manufacturers,but can
be reduced by the use of appropriateor conditionedresistorsand
careful design and construction. Voltage coefficients are also
reduced by adjustmen: of the internal compensation shield for
nearly zero ac-dc djfference. Due to the same factors which
contribute to voltage coefficients, performance of HVTC's is
affected by test-sequ~nce timing.
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